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Library Committee Reveals Student-Book Ratio Deficienc

By CATHIE TREAGLE
SJS’ million dollar -plus library is one of California’s
poorest institutions in terms of the ratio of books to students, according to a report of the Faculty Council Library
Committee.
With approximately 16 books per student, the college
is far below the national average of about 40 books per
student in teachers colleges and 60 books per student in
liberal arts c3Ileges.
Last fall the library’s holdings totaled 170,000 volumes,
representing an approximate deficit of 103,000 volumes.
Even a 1958-59 budget of MAK more than $20,000

higher than the current appropriation, %Ill not be sufficient to rabic the college’s student -book ratio.
"We’d need twice that much money for several years
to meet established library standards," Miss Joyce Backus.
college librarian, told The Spartan Daily this week.
The library committee estimates that an appropriation
of $150.000 or more in 1960 is essential if the library is to
improve.
Figures on the eollege book deficit are based on
standards established bs

the Council of State College

Presidents, which suggests 60 volumes fur each of the
first

1000 full-time students enrolled, 30 tialumi-s per

student for the neNt GM college -goers, and 20 volutnen
per student for full -Urns students beyond 5000.
Using a second student -hook ratio formula, assented
in "A Restudy of the Needs of California in Higher Education" SJS is 73,000 volumes short of the prescribed library standards.
Head of the library committee Is Charles M. Larsen,
member of the Faculty Council. Committee members are
lir John Aberle, professor of business. and Dr. Donald Attlee professor of English.
"Nlore money alone aid not improve our library."
aceording to Dr. Aberie, naember of the library committee since its founding 10 sears ago.

Kirkwood
Gets Few
Listeners

San JOS(’ State College and the
California Department of Education will sponsor a conference on
public school social studies Saturday in the Concert Hall.
More than 500 laymen, teachers, supervisors and administrators
from public schools and junior colleges will discuss new proposals
for a state curriculum in social
studies.
The keynote address will be presented by William Winter, news
analyst. Ile will speak on "Social
Studies in the World Today."
Clement Long, superintendent
and director of Oakland Junior
College, will discuss proposed secondary level instruction.
Dr. Henry C. Meckel, professor
of education, is chairman of the
conference.
-

Rubin To Speak
On Racial Equality
"The Student Struggle for Racial Equality in the Universities in
the Union of South Africa" will be
the topic of a lecture-discussion
today by Neville Rubin, vice presi
dent for International Affairs of
the National Union of South African students. Rubin will speak at
12:30 p.m. today at the Student Y.
205 S. 9th St.

The discussion, open to all students and faculty members, is
sponsored by the International
Students Organization,

"The adequacy of our library determines to a large
degree the quality of education we can give," states a library committee report.
Student -book ratios for other California state colleges
show Chico with 32 volumes per student, Sacramento and

San

Francisco with 14,

and Long React with 10.

These

figures were published last January In
and University 1.ibrary Stat.’ isql7-1956-

-College

CoHeg4.. Sets,
Standard’s
VOL. 45

A six -point SJS housing policy , with the privilege of adding rules
NO. 103 that will set the standards for ; to the college’s policy, if it is approved by the housing office and
student living centers, including
; does not conflict with the colfinancial arrangements, require- lege’s housing policy.
ments for certain physical faciliWomen living center.’ must
ties and proper supervision, was adhere to college closing hours
approved by the President’s Coun- for female students.
Physical facilities demanded toy
cil and will become effective for
the policy require that besides
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CHAPEL’S WINDOWS BROKEN

Kirkwood brought out some of
the problems California is faced
with this year.
He was guest speaker for the
Young Republicans in a meeting
held in S142.
Kirkwood pointed out the need
of a proposed bond issue of $200
million for the building of state
colleges and developments of University of California.
Ile said California’s growth is
1 he biggest problem facing t he
state this year. He stated it is
estimated there will be 7,000,000 more persons in California
by 1970.
The state Controller said that
California should return to "pay as -we-go" fiscal radicles in state
government.
"Current
of
operating costs
State government must be financed out of current revenue. But in
California a large part of the cost
of public works has been, and must
be met out of normal taxes,
"Since a deficit of more than
$100 million in current operating
is expected in fiscal year
1958-59, we must take every
nwons to hold the lid on new
tasett," Kirkwood said.
After his talk, Kirkwood answered questions from the small
audience.

SJS Co-Sponsors
School Conference
With CDE Saturday

library’s holdings in their fields and ordering books needed
to round out collections.

New Housing Polk

State Controller Robert C. Kirkwood was greeted by a slim audience of some 30 persons last night
at SJS for a talk that was open
to the public.

The first question asked was
concerning tne legislative dispute
over the water resources in California.
"There are good arguments on
both sides of the question," he
stated. Ile went on to say the legislature is getting closer together
on the subject than it ever had
previously,
"Sometimes I think we should
have two states instead of one,"
Kirkwood stated. Ile vials referring
to the division of Northern and
Southern California.
Kirkwood was asked if Southern
has
California
benefited more
than Northern California from the
state’s growth
He answered by stating, "California’s growth has benefited the
entire state."

The committee believes facility rrirmbers can help remedy some of the library’s shortcomings by surveying the

State Candidates
Speak at College
By JIM ADAMS
State Controller Robert Kirk’
wood’s speech last night launched
political activities
SJS that will
include campus talks by at least
seven high ranking state officials
and considerable campaign activity by local Young Republicans
and Young Democrats,
College Vice President William

RJR wpm%
mewl) to mho tbe tempt stoma but storms
Dad nothing to do with this broken window in’the campus chapel.
In fact, it looks more like some "youthful sandal threw a coke
bottle threugh it,’’ claims John 11. Amos. building and grounds
superintendent. A
added that their %sere two more wintioas
of the chapel broken that a cren’t canned by storms. either.
Sport atfoto

Johnson Raps Student
Apathy in Fund Drive
The Spartan Foundation’s fund raising drive is about half -way
lalong toward its $20,000 goal, with
the drive’s last phase due to start
next week, according to Arthur
Johnson, Men’s Physical Education
publicity director.
Foundation president Dan Cam].
to’s financial statement, released
Wednesday, listed $9525 in the
bank. Caputo also stated that his
own committee has collected 407
of its expected $10,000 in campaign
contributions from San Jose industrialists.
,

I
Johnson added that no alumni
!groups have turned over their collected funds, yet, and he expects
those to swell the Foundation’s total considerably. He went on to
say that Caputo’s committee goal
will be exceeded at the rate it’s
going now, and in turn will push
the Foundation’s total over its
$20,000 mark,
Next week’s part of the ranipencil will he directed at the
San Jose business coninumity.
Businessmci of the area were
introduced to the Foundation’s
aims at a luncheon yesterday in
the Sainte Claire Hotel, said
Johnson. Boxing coach Julie Me-

nendez and his national chain pion 5-15 boxing team were honored and the Foundation’s purpose was fully explained to the
*assembled
businessmen.
S J S
President John T. Vi’ahlquist
also) spoke to the group.
A Foundation committee will
begin soliciting contributions from
the businessmen "in a few days,"
Johnson added.
But not all was milk and honey
for the Foundation. Johnson was
highly disappointed at the SJS student and faculty reaction to the
drive. He called the ASH attitude
"apathetic." and cited their enthusiasm during the big athletic blowup in December when the new athletic code was adopted as compared to their "so-what" attitude now.
Johnson added that President
Wahlquist has contributed to the
drive, but the faculty in general
I has not followed his lea d. Ile
praised those students and faculty
who had contributed, but stated,
"We hope the rest can see their
way clear to support the F’oundalion soon."

Selective Service
Sets Deadline

Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of
students, announced the new policy yesterday.
Included in the housing policy is
a recommended contract which
may be substituted by the householders’ own contract, providing it
embodies the basic items detailed
in the college’s recommended contract.
Applications for approved student living centers, along with the
new policy and recommended contract, were mailed to approximately 160 householders this week.

"We don’t want to become a campus organization because it would
limit membership," says president
Mary Birmingham. ’The age range
in the group is 18 to 35 and there
are several young businessmen."
It is organized under the State
Federation of Young Democrats.
Miss Birmingham is a sophomore Poli. Sci major.
Young Republican president
Rick Buxton expressed an oppoJ. Dusel has extended invitations to
site viewpoint. "I want to keep
the speakers. The student political
it on campus," he said. "On a
organizations will handle arrangeREQUEST INSPECTION
college rumpus 1 think you can
ments.
In completing an application,
get
much
mon.
politleal
particiLeading speakers will he San
the householder will agree to abide
pation."
Francisco Mayor George Chrisby the college’s policies and stanSeveral SJS members will attopher, Republican candidate for
dards for approved housing, and
tend the College Young RepubliI7.5. Senator and Atty. tien. Edwill request an inspection of the
cans Convention at Santa Barbara
mund (Pat) Brown, Dentoiratk
living center by college officials.
April 19 and 20.
candidate for (tote/bor. They
(’pun apprmal by the investiBoth
presidents
indicate
the
exwill speak May 12 and 15 regating committer, the householtensive
activities
this
semester
are
spectively.
der will receive an official winMayor Christopher has declared preliminary to next year when
dow dread and be listed as an
state
and
congressional
elections
he will remain in the senatorial
"Approved Student Living Cenwill
be
held.
campaign even t h o ii g h opponent
ter" by the college’s housing ofGoodwin J. Knight has received
fice.
support from the-rfinjortty of CaliIn jab% .1987, the California
fornia Republicans. Mayor ChrisState Legislature passed a law
topher charged at the Republican
(No. 11381 permitting state colConvention held here last month
leges to set standards of living
that Knight had okayed a smear
and require all students under 21
campaign against him.
to live in college approved housing
At a campaign dinner meeting
centers.
this week Brown said that a
According to Dean Benz, the colstrong plank in his platform will
Greek Week will wind up its ac- lege will not require students tinbe "balanced progressiveness" as
tivities tomorrow and Sunday with der 21 to live in college approved
opposed to opponent William F.
centers until the acute housing
workshops, a dance, a religious
Knovvland’s "backwardness." He
shortage is relieved.
emphasis
prog
r
a
m
and
Greek
charged that Knowland’s only bid
"But freshmen women under
has been "to further divide our games.
21 years of age will be required
The workshops, which will be
State and disrupt our economy
to live in college re, ttttt mended
with unneccessary class warfare." preceded by a meeting in Morris
housing centers," stated Dr. Benz.
He was referring to the Senator’s Dailey Auditorium at 8:45 On.
"No freshmen women will be alSaturday, are primarily for chap- lowed to live in an apartment
"right to work" initiative.
Sen. Donald Grunsky (R), attor- ter officers. Topics to be discussed without written permission from
ney at law and member of the include
chapter
improvements, their parents."
state legislature since 1947, will rushing, pledging -scholarship and
be here April 24 He entered state I.F.C. and Panhellenic government. NO DISC’RIM’INATION
The matter of racial segregation
government as an Assemblyman
Tomorrow night from 9 p.m. to
the
and was elected to the Senate I a.m. Greeks and their dates will is covered by point three of
which indicates that
in 1953.
assemble at the St. Francis Hotel new policy,
not approve hats Assemblyman Bruce Allen (R), in San Francisco for a dance. Walt the college wiU
discrimination.
who has fought for post -graduate folleson’s band will play for the es practicing
It rules that "householders of
accreditation at SJS, will speak dance, which is semi -formal, no
apprised living renters shall
flowers.
May 22.
agree to rest to any enrolled
Several politicians have acA religious emphasis program Is
student of Man Jose State Colcepted imitations, but dates
planned for Sunday morning at
lege."
8:30 in the Inner Quad. The Rev,
have not been set. They include
Other points in the policy cover
Joyce Wesley Farr of San Jose’s
Aseemblyntan
MeCallisestablishFirst Methodist Church will lead financial arrangements,
ter (RI, coordinator for senator
and the
the program. Dressy sport will be ment of physical facilities
Knowland’s campaign and Jack
of student conduct.
appropriate dress, according to the supervision
Chargin (1.1), candidate for state
The financial arrangement reprogram chairman.
aenate.
quires a contract between the stuInvitations have been sent to U.
Greek Games will be held Sunhmeenhdosu stehhaotld:,,nry. siscur.
S. Congressman claire Engle ID) day afternoon on the practice field dentIt
recommends
and Allan Cranston (DI.
next to Spartan Stadium. Included
deposit should not be greater
Young Democrats are not cam- will be several contests, a tug of ity
one month’s rent, and that
pus sponsored, but members are war, house skits and a greased pig than
such a deposit will apply on the
predominantly e,Ilege students. chase.

Greeks Conclu-de
Annual Program
Saturday, Sunday

last month’s charges.

world wire

The Foundation promised the
Physical Education Department
$20,000 early this semester Co help
Compiled from United Press
meet its $30,000 spring operating
budget. The Department had run
HAVANAPolice stopped a rebel -called general strike In its
out of funds and was given an tracks yesterday and carried out a bloody house -to -house purge of
emergency grant of $10,000 from known Communists and rebel sympathizers throughout greater
the Student
Council
in early Havana.
P IP lirn iar
t i y pplans
x iin g
Unofficial estimates placed at 50 to 60 the number killed so
March.
made by the Modern Language
fir by police alio proyiled the city through the night in rare carDepartment to offer courses in
rying groups of three to five men each %combing out the hiding
Russian beginning in the fall semplaces of all stiseccts..
ester. Dr. Wesley Goddard, proOutwardly, the city almost had returned to normal after Wedfessor of m od(’r n languages,
nesday’s initial outbreak in which a fire bomb exploded across the
spokesman for the department,
Students interested in taking street from the prime minister’s office and bullets splattered the walls
said that a survey of freshmen inof buildings along the Prado, Havana’s main street.
dicates that there is sufficieni in- the Selective ServicaCollege Qualterest in Russian to warrant the ification Test have until midnight,
addition of it to the languages of- Monday, to submit their applicaWASHINGTONDefense
Secretary Neil II. McElroy warned
Pentagon officials yesterday to avoid public speeches opposing Presifered by the college. According tions.
The mirpose of the test is to dent Eisnnhower’s defense reorganization plan.
to unofficial returns on the survey about 250 out of 1000 fresh- provide evidence for local Selective
McElroy made the comment ion dissenters to the reorganizamen would take beginning courses Service boards so they may contion plans In reply to a question after a National Press Club
speech.
In Russian if it were offered. sider student deferments for milithe students tary registrants.
Seventy-seven of
In his formal speech, the secretary said the Pentagon must change
The test will be given ooly once, into a "wartime organization" capable of responding to enemy atpuled would minor in Russian if
May I, for the 1957-58 school year. tack "in minutes instead of hours."
it were possible.

1May Offer Russian
For Fall Semester

the fall semester.

If the seeurfty deposit exceeds
one month’s charges, the householder must show proof of security for &wait to the housing

having a current city license to
operate their dwelling as a student
living center, the householders
must comply with the rules and
regulations required by the City
Health Department.
The householder must supply
the student with adequate lighting, a good single bed, closet space,

a chair and table, a mirror and
space for books.
MUST BE CERTIFIED
The concluding points claim that
all householders who operate an
approved living center must be
certified by the housing office, and
must be open for visits by housing
officials.
Any deviations by householders
from the college’s housing policy
must be with the approval of the

housing office.

Solons Act
On Raise
For Profs
The Senate Finance Committee
acted on another proposed five per
cent salary increase bill for state
college instructors yesterday but
the results weren’t exactly what
some SJS officials had hoped for.
The committee voted to take the
pay raise "under consideration"

following objections by the bill’s
author, Sen. thigh P Donnelly IDTurlock). Donnelly argued the action had the effect of "killing the
bill."
Dr. Bert 51. Morris. head of
the !QS Inter-Organzatinnal Satermed the
lary Coinnilt t PC,
ttttt niittec’s action "disappointing." The chemist ry professor
said. hovyrver, 1 hat he still has
hopes for ot her salary
which are up for Legislative consideration.
One of these measures is a bill
which would give all University of
California and state college employes, earning less than $10,000
a year, a five per cent increase.
The bill goes next to the Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
Robert McKay of the State
Teachers Association spoke in
favor of Donnelly’s plan, lie told
Senator,, that California’s state
colleges are "nimble to ;direct
the caliber of teachers they
need," because of low salaries.
Legislative Analyst A. Allan
Post dealt a stiff blow to the ineasure when he stated, "Pay of the
instructors is higher than the national average and the California
colleges are in an extremely favorable position,"

Another point In the policy Is
ofri.
the householder’s agreement to
properly supervise student con-

’

householder must require
duT
e
students to adhere to appropriate
sections of the SJS student code
of conduct.
MAY AIM) RULER
It also provides the householder

Election Petitions
Due TodayLuft

Big
Change ’of Name
Sale
is on at
Roos Bros.!

Today is the deadline for ASH
and class officer candidates to
turn in petitions, according to Curt

Luft, Student Court chief justice.
Petitions for ASH offices must
be signed by 100 ASB members
and 50 class members must sign id:
class office petitions.

ELOOlit
First of Stint(’ Clura

Vingial

’Ealik
et
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...and You Are My Friends’
esting to an audience which hears only one ride
of a question.
It used to be that politicians were happy to
tangle with each other in rough-and-tumble debate
the Lincoln -Douglas debates are classics. Today,
though, they more often than not prefer to speak
through press releases or at partisan rallies, adding
a somewhat sterile atmosphere to their campaigns.
Perhaps the YRs and YDs can exhibit a little
bipartisanship by trying to schedule a couple of
Wanted: on -campus debates between conStenders. A verbal tiff between Pat
ome
Brown and Bill Knowland might
Byplay
prove very interesting for example.
And much as we know that the actual contest
will be between the Democrats and Republicans,
we’d like to see some appearances by a few minor
parties, too. Their spokesmen may not have a
chance at the polls, but their ideas often are more
challenging than are those of the entrenched
groups.
Enough talk from us. We’re sure the politicians
will say a lot more .. . and more . .. and more
... and more ...

Were now entering the doldrums, when hot,
stuffy classrooms drive us to distraction, boredom,
sleep or Santa Cruz. But apparently we won’t be
able to dote off until the politicians have had
their say.
Bending our ears at SJS over the next few
weeks will be no less than seven, count -’em, seven
vote hungry Californians seeking our support in
the June primaries. The candidates probably will
sell their wares in Morris Dailey Auditorium or
the Inner Quad.
Its a good idea, and thanks
Cheers
are deserved by the college admin.
o
istration, which is inviting the poSponsors liticos, and the Young Republicans
arid Young Democrats, who are handling the arrangements.
This is a commendable planas far as it goes.
We think it might be even more profitable if it
were carried a little farther.
So far it seems that all the candidates will be
running one-man shows, with free hands to present
their cases without direct, formal opposition present. This is nice for the politicians nerves and prestige, but it often isn’t too enlightening or inter-

By LARRY WATERS
Another College . . . Another
and an epitaph for a queen of the May:
. . .
She MIME beautiful and brilliant, with hair like golden ergot
and I nit% the same as I am non, an aspiring journalist:
a speech and drama major, 51 miles from celluloid glory . . .
a girl nith a dream, and me with a scheme, a time -worn,
hackneyed story.

A simple, well ordered program for a beautiful girl’s success ...
she had talent, spirit and brains, but I helped her under stress; because I knew if she won. I lost, and I was always the worst of spoiled
sports .. . so I helped her with misgivings, an aide-de-camp of sorts;
and we planned her campaign with the martial tact of a general in
the field, and I suppose I hoped that in the end, she’d conform, give
up or is-Id;
but we beat the hushes and sounded the drums for our new
homecoming queen ... we kept her in the public eye, looking nest
I,, the silvery sereen; and with every contest and each new laurel
she aacended unit twinkling toes . . . to the rarified air of the
summit, where kleig lights repinee rainbows;
we crowned her queen of the college, the city and then the coun-

VOIR
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’Junior’A dds National Gall ery of Art
Prestige
Employs New Service

SPECIAL
Family
Sunday
Dinner

Nothing
HOLLYWOOD
off fireworks like the word
-junior" tacked onto a young
man’s name. Just ask juniors John
Barrymore, Edward G. Robinson,
Charlie Chaplin and Harold Lloyd.
Barrymore was arrested last
month on a drunk charge. Chaplin also made the pokey in a set-to
with the bottle. Robinson once
considered the clink his home
away from home.
To avert similar misfortunes,
young Lloyd has changed his monicker from Harold Jr. to Duke.

nets

Every Sunday
12 Noon ’tit 8 p.m.

Virginia Baked Ham
Louisiana Prawns or
Roast Turkey

$1 35
III

with soup, salad, potatoes,
vegetables, hot rolls and

Child’s
Plate
85c

butter, beverage and desert.

SQUIRE’S
207 SOUTH FIRST STREET

"Getting into trouble is one
may for the sons of famous parents to bring attention to themselves," says Duke. "!Slaylx. I
should make a few headlines. It
might help my career.

"Right after Charlie was ari ested he landed a role in ’High
..chool Confidential.’ Now his actine career is looking up. Robin son’s book is a best-seller, and
Barrymore is getting jobs all the
timeespecially since he began
calling himself John Drew Barrymore, dropping the Jr."
Lloyd has organized an informal club among the offspring of
HollywOod’s luminaries.

By PATRICIA GRAY
WASHINGTON (UPI

The
National Gallery of Art has installed a unique electronic guide
’service,
Director John Walker said the
new service, called "LecTour," consists of a vest pocket-size radio
receiver with an earphone. It is
rented to the visitor for 25 cents.
Lectures
approximately
10
minutes in length sir.- broadcast
to those carry ing I he receivers
as they aalk through the exhibition areas. Visitors are told
of the history and ’significance
of the various works of art on

the Bride’ within a
would give us an opdemonstrate what we
said.

Spaztanaily

"Jockey brand underwear
made me Phi Beta Kappa!"
’"Amazing scholarship’, said the Dean. ’Cheating!’ cried my
fellow students. But I knew the real reason for my becoming an
honor student. My tailored -to-fit Jockey brand briefs were so
comfortable that naturally I found it easy to study bcttcr and
get straight A’s."
" ’If your brand is Jockey, you won’t need any ponies’, I tell
my friends. It’s true, too. You see, Jockeyand only Jockey
branduses thirteen separate pieces to pros ide a perfectly smooth
fit. You feel betterand you study better% hen you wear comfortable Jockey briefs."

Entered as second class matter April
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set of March 3, 1879. Mmber
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world. Be SUER you get
genuine Jockey brand
they’re tailored to lit.

most . .. the telephone rang, and it was she, with news from the
golden coast; "I’ve made it, Larry ; they want me; I think I’ll
leave tomorrow; and I was happy the climb was done, but not
uithout my sorrow;
I saw her one more time; we had lunch in the old Brown Derby

Dean Greenleaf To Address Wesley

Scripts for the "baby radio programs" created another problem.
Allowance had to be made for the
fact that a tape-recorded broaddisplay.
"answer questions,
The system has been installed in cast does not
make allowances for children, or
all 10 galleries.
wait for people to catch up." Also,
Many complication,’ had to be
a recorded voice tends to become
met in several months of exmonotonous. Therefore, the text
periments before the system was
had to "be unambiguously clear
Installed.
The National Gallery has an in- and so worded as not to bore the
tricate lighting system and steel expert or bewilder the newcomer."
gliders over the exhibition areas
How close they came to achievwhich prevented a clear radio at- ing this will only be disclosed with
mosphere necessary for closely sit- time and use. A questionnaire is
uated radio beams.
provided each vistor to help the I

BEST PRESENT
THE
IS
WHAT
A FRIEND
GIVE
CAN
?
YOU
W EUROPE
GOING
V/HO’S .....
(s.,
RIGHT )
RAPN At

for a religious group.
Museum discover how well the

system is working.
Preliminary tests disclosed two
excellent features of the guide
service,
The spectator, usually either
alone or in a small group, can get I
within 18 inches of the painting or
sculpture for a close examination.
He can concentrate better on
what he is viewing, since his visual
attention is not distracted by use
of a guide book or folder.

SAHARA OIL CO.
SAYE MONEY
GAS

and OIL

Second and Williams

Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner

Collaway’s Crystal
Creamery
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

ers!
Stuck for dough?

VOYAGE presents? You might give a
suhstantial checking account in the Left
Bank of Paris. A deck of cards for playing
London Bridge. Or walking shoes in which
to Rome Italy. Better yet, give Luckies
and make your present a Partin’ Carton!
A Lucky, after all, is the best-tasting cigarette anywhere. In Paris you hear, "Un
Luckee? C’est merveilleux!" (That’s
French!) Roughly translated, it means: it’s
all fine, light, good -tasting tobacco, toasted
to taste even better. (That’s advertising!)
Just light up a Lucky and see for yourself!
(Now, that’s smart!)
BON

ANNE sums.
etroowym coLLEGt

Humble Bumble

START
(t)
STICKLING! MAKE $25
525 for every Stickler we
printand for huncireds more that
never get used! So start Stickling
they’re so easy you can think of dozens
in wounds! St icklers are simple riddlea
with two -word rhyming answer..
Roth words must have the name number of syllables’. (Don’t do drawings /
Send ’em all with your
name, address, college
and clam to HappyJoelatisky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
We’ll PIEY

CIGARETTES

I P. M.

Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

Joci,ey briefs are the most

ty . . . and she thanked me for my efforts, though her smiles were
my only bounty; I wonder what makes a guy fight and strive, cheat
and duublecross . . to help himself achieve a success that ends in
total loss;
And then one day it happenedwhat she wanted I dreaded

. . . she was under studio contract and dating a guy named Kiriwy:
a week after I saw her, she wrote me a four-page letter . . . "I’m
coming home," it said; "I know I’ll feel much better: she went on to
Frank 11. McIntosh and Assbei- tell a story of disillusioned, tarnished splendor, and how she hated
to condescend to every big-time spender; hut she was coming home e
Rtes. the Washington firm which and my spirits were beginning to risethen two days later it hapinstalled the system, finally solved pened, like a bolt from the sunny skies.
the dilemma by placing the broadShe was dead, after a car wreck; sonw people said, "Gone to
..... , but she died. and that’s
Glory"her glory was in coming
cast antennae in the floor boards
the story.
of the various galleries. This created a dead space around the edge
of each room about 18 inches in
widthan unexpected bonanza. A
"Heads in the Sand or Sand in Our Eyes?" will be discussed by
spectator tempted to step too close Dean Elizabeth Greenleaf, associate dean of students, at the Wesley
to a work of art gets not hing but Foundation’s program Sunday at 7 p.m. in Wesley Hall, 24 N. 5th St.
silence on his earphone.
This topic concerns the meaning of on -campus status, especially

Meetings are attended
Carol 11..er Ladd (Alan’s daughter). Chaplin, Lorraine Bendix
(Bill’s sprout), Melinda Markey
(Joan Bennett’s daughter).
Beverly Wills (J o a n Davis’
daughter)
and
a half-dozen
others. They discuss their perilsJems and aspire to produce a
play starring themselves.
"If we had $15,000 we could do

’Father of
week. That
portunity to
pin do," he
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WHAT IS AN ADROIT FISHERMAN?

WHAT IS A ERODE!! WHO
SPARES ME Km?

195 Almaden Ave., CT 7-9908
Neer tit* Civic Auditorium
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their ordeal beginning with vague
suspicion, then arrest. They are
taken through the implacable trial
in which any defense from vicious
charges is regarded as an heretical
attack upon the court itself. Finally, Proctor is given the opportunity to save his neck by confessing
to something he knows is a lie.
The roll of the drums at the foot
of the gallows ends the struggle.

As the play’s opening approaches, rehearsals are reaching the
final stages and costumes, lighting
and scenery are being fitted in.
Scheduled to run April 18, 19, 23,
24, 25 and 26. "The Crucible" is
expected to attract the same ca- PLAY CAST
pacity crowds that have attended
Robert McNamara will play the
previous
dramatic productions role of the young farmer with his
here this season.
stubborn search for justice in a
time of fear. Marcia Taylor will
CONTROVERSIAL PLAY
"The Crucible" has been called enact the part of the farmer’s
wife. Christopher Brown will apone of the most controversial plays
pear as the unctuous, over-bearing
of our times. Written by Arthur
deputy -governor of the colony who
Miller, husband of Marilyn Monpresides over the trial.
roe, "The Crucible" is a melodraThere is a large supporting
matic re-telling of the historic
cast included In the play. Stuwitchcraft trials in Salem, Mass.,
dents taking the parts of prosein 1692. The first New York precutors and defenders of honessentation of Miller’s play stirred.
ty In living are Adrienne Reevup much hot debate.
es, Richard Rossomme, Marlene
One reviewer from Time MaBalogh, Caroin Reed, Sandra
gazine had this to say about
Lewis, Alden Peterson, Beverly
"The Crucible," "Its tale of bigColvin, Berenda Culling, Shirley
otry and self-righteousness on
Ahern, Don West, Merle Watts,
the part of those who managed
!Van Paulsen, Charles Cook.
to be the first to accuse others
Clyde Phillips, George Ivancoof witchcraft, was regarded as a
vich, Louise Engelhardt and
parallel with the tracking down
John Nunes.
of other kinds of heresies in our
Under the direction of Miss Eliown time." This seemed to be a zabeth Loeffler, "The Crucible"
direct attack on the then cur- will be depicted in four settings rerent McCarthy investigations.
presenting the interiors of houses.
Playwright Miller has declared and a court room and jail in old
that every one of the 22 charac- Salem. J. Wendell Johnson deters in his play had a similar role signed the sets for the play. Lightin the terrible episodes of 1692 ing will be under the supervision
In Salem when 19 persons were of Ken Dorst and costumes will
hanged as witches ,on the hearsay be under the direction of Miss
of hysterical accusers, and others Bernelce Prisk. Tickets for the
saved themselves only by "con- production went on sale in the
fessing" that they had made pacts College Theater on April 9.
with the Devil.
ART
WITCHCRAFT ACCUSATION
Bruce Anderson. sophomore art
The author centers most of the major at SJS walked away with a
attention of the play on the fate first place award in the pottery
of a young farmer’s wife, accused division at the seventh annual Deof witchcraft by a girl. The girl signer Craftsman Exhibition in
makes the accusation in the hope Richmond. Four students and two
that she will replace the wife in faculty members entered their
work in the show.
a husband’s affections.
Beeldes Anderson, Myron AhlThe husband’s fate also bestrom. C. R. Jones, Mrs. Helen
comes sealed when he tries to
Abott, Dr. Herbert H. Sandextricate his wife from the uners, professor of ceramic art;
founded charge before the preand James Lovers, assistant projudiced authorities.
fessor of art, submitted entries
The play winds around the hapto the show.
less couple, John and Elizabeth
Sanders won first place recogniProctor, who are taken through
tion with a 12 -inch stoneware bottle which he designed. The bottle
is a tan. varigated matt color. It
is glazed and has a spherical
shape.

(Coci).
Watch Repairing
Ase

Card Entitles
You to a Discount

DECORATIVE CREATION
Anderson’s creation is mainly a
decorative piece. He twice won
"The Good Design Awatd" given
under the auspices of the Museum
of Modern Art in New York. He
also recently entered some of his
work in an exhibit held at Utah
University.
Other SJS exhibitors at the
Richmond show received recognition by the mere fart that their
work was displayed.
Only 50
’tents were shown out of several
hundreds submitted. The show
was a Juried exhibition cosering
all California.

,
I
ilalf of a scale
lei of an ads Hared design automobile, developed bv graduate student Robert Torrey, Is shown against a mirror to show how the finisheti ear will appear. Features of the
three passenger, rear engine design include a pop-out windshield,
passenger seats w Inch face the rear and a this er’s seat which is
located center and above the two rear scats. The vehicle can M
detached to be used as a one-man unit.--8partalloto by Doug Hill

Graduate Student Creates
Modern Design Automobile
By PHIL GEIGER
An automobile, so versatile that
it will answer most of the current
parking and traffic problems, has
just come from the drawing boards
of Robert Torrey, SJS graduate
student, and has taken form in a
two and one-half foot model.
Attempted as a design project
for a graduate art course, the car
features a revolutionary design
dreamed up after more than a decade of imaginative thinking and
research.

feature of the car is the fact that
it can easily be disassembled and
converted Into a single passenger
vehicle much like a motor skooter.

,
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Large Chorus
To Be Feature! Dramatist Turns
Of Revelries Costume Designer

ANTHONY TARAYELLA, Fine Arts Editor

The fine arts spotlight this week
focusses on Speech and Drama Department as final preparations are
under way to present ’The Crucible," a play by Arthur Miller.

8e

.

REMOVABLE ENGINE
Another unique feature is what
Torrey described as "a removable
power pack." It consists of a 90
horse power engine so designed
that it can be removed and replaced as easily as a common car
battery. This, he claims, will eliminate time consuming repairs.
The body is constructed of honeycomb structured material, currently used in aircraft bodies, covered on both sides by a flexible
plastic sheet. The roof is translucent and the bottom and sides are
opaque. Torrey stressed the fact
that he eliminated extra weight
wherever he could.
Though the exact maximum
speed and fuel consumption are
not known. Torrey explained that
it is not designed for high speeds
and should operate effectively at
better than 45 miles a gallon

..1,
,.! ..rnattness. designer
Ito,, says The women wore a simple folort bodice with a full skirt
cut at ankle length. Dresses were
ins ariahly high necked, long sires ed and accented with white collars and cuffs The Puritan worn.
an’s chapeau was a tight fitting.
highly starched white cap.
"Men wore knee Witches in
those days." Miss Hays added.
Long hose were also the fashion.
For practical purposes, the color
range of men’s clothing was mostly from black to brown. Judges
and clergymen were always dressed in black to fit their station.
No silks or satins were tolerated sluicing the austere Puritans Jost plain fabrics were In
eh sons.,
Acceptably float.. AID
linen ss an used. most of the
clothing waa made of l’oiirSe cotton or heavy duty wool.
A picture that comes to our
minds when we think of the Pilgrims is the famous painting. "Puritans Going to Church," by
George Boughton. their dart; clothes strikingly contrasted against
the whiteness of the snow. Thanks
to Louise !lays, these strange figure will come Ii life April ,1R
when "The Crucible" plays on the
stage of the College theater.

By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
Some women aspire to be rash.
A 20-member dancing chorus
larger than any in 28 years of ion designers. but not Louise Hays.
Spartan Reyelries production, is SJS graduate student in drama
final result of the combined ef- Louise has put her imagination
forts of choreographers Gretcheni and talents for costume designing
to work and has come up with 24
Given and David Lee.
The routines, e hich will include original creations for both men’s
exotic themes. arc directed by and women’s costumes for "The
Gretchen, a charming 22 year old. Crucible." next drama production
fine arts -drama major who was to he performed at SJS.
lb-signing and putting togethfeatured as a dance soloist in
"Revelries of ’54".
er one costume is a large order,
Since that max-Nuance, she has an most amateur seamstress’s.*
added much to her show business will admit. But Louise, equally
background. While in Europe with at home with sketch pad or
h
her family in 1955. she studied needle and thread, Is doing
ballet for a year and a half and of the actual costuming nork as
gained extensive experience in well as supenising her assistboth solo and chorus dancing.
Though her activ c background in anlietsfore Louise sat down to the
dance dates back only three years. sewing machine, a lot of research
Gretchen has concentrated her had to be done. Records were los t udy and, practices faithfully cated, text books were scanned,
every day.
and letters read. When all the
With ambitions of becoming a background information had been
professional director in both musi- gathered. Louise added her own
cal and dramatic production, she Ideas and drew up 24 Puritan cosIs preparing a broad background tumes to fit 21 Puritans.
of study in voice and drama.
"Very few original costumes are
She finds working as Revelries found in museums today," Louise
director a fascinating experience said. "But good descriptions of
and quite a challenge. While she them are available in letters and
tends to be modest about her job. clothing orders sent to England."
her co-director David Lee claims
"The Puritan costume for Sunher, but
she is an inspiration and is doing days was always s
wonders with her training methods. clothes worn during the week
In this semester’s show, "Tama - were usually 8 little gayer,"
100" scheduled to open May 2. Louise remarked. Now working
Gretchen is featured in an origi- toward a master’s degree in dranal solo dance, supported by the ma. she began her studies at
music of Jim Baldwin, student t4r1N as an English major then
composer, "Tamaloo", will feature later switched to drama, ss filch
more dancing than shows in the , she claims is her first 10e. Asked where she learned to sew so
past.
well, Louise replied. "I learned
The IBM office is estimated to to sew as a child, but I got my
have handled approximately 187.- experience in costume designing
462 class cards for all students at- while working In community
tending SJS during the Spring theater projects."
semester. This figures out to , The simple Puritan costumes
eleven cards each for all full-time ’ can be easily characterized by
students and five cards each for ’
limited students.
5AL DAVIDE

FORMER TEACHER, FLYER
Torrey. who ’was a high school
arts and crafts teacher and a Navy flyer, has planned for years to
design a vehicle that would meet
the changing needs of American
society. When the opportunity finally presented itself, he began
sketching with two ideas in ’mind,
safety and economy.
Combining this with a detailed
And Parts
idea of the job it should perform,
New and Used Bikes
Torrey created an economical,
rear-engine car that can carry
FABER’S CYCLERY
three persons, a driver who sits
CV 0-1311
702 5. First
using regular fuel.
center and slightly above the two
passengers who sit facing the rear
in 45 degrees pivot seats. In case
Relax and enjoy the intimate
of accident, the seats swing to the
rear and lock into place, giving the
atmosphere by the rustic stone
passenger better support.
fireplace and cocktail lounge
WINDSHIELD POPS OUT
The windshield, designed to pop
Complete Dinners also Nightly
out, curves around to allow an unSpecial $1.50 Sirloin Steak Dinners
obstructed vision of 180 degrees.
It curves down in such a manner
that the glass is perpendicular to
the driver’s eyes at any normal position.
4 MILES SOUTH ON ALMADEN
CLOSED TUESDAY
Perhaps the most interesting
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BICYCIE REPAIRS
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Sandwiches

Spaghetti
Soled Lasagna

And, 4o

102ZA

Drive out El annno just past Santo Clara City.
er 55 1 NM Elarnino, Santo -Ware
Phone AX

Yak Out Orders
le or 100r per

whether

Frank’s Steak House
4,

LIKE MILK?
Get a

Free Quart of

There’s an important future ahead for the men who wear these wings

Golden State MILK
with each

New York Steak
Includes:

Salad, Baked Potato$139
Garlic Bread and Chili

GRADUATE
THEN FLY

You Must Have Student ASB Card

(For)

Julian w Steaks
Fourth and Julian Next to Burger Bar

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of
many talents. He is, first of all, a master of
the airand no finer exists. In addition, he
has a firm background in engineering, electronics, astro-navigation and allied fields.
Then, too, he must show outstanding qualities of initiative, leadership and self-reliance.
He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for

an important career in the neh Age of Space.
As a college gradnate, you will be given
priority consideration for the Air Force
Aviation Cadet Program. While openings are
limited, you will be tested and advised mmedcvstelj, of qualification statnA. Find out if you
measure up. Paste the attached coupon on a
poet card and mail it now.

OFFER EXTENDED TO APRIL 30

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Aviation cadet Information, INTL C -2I
Box 760A, Washington 4. V.
Please send me details on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet is the
U.S. Air "’army! am a U. S. citizen, between the ages Of 15 sad fa% sad
resident of the U. S. or paasessinni. I ans interested in CI) Pilot 0 Norrigatt
training.
Neste
Street

U. S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

City

Yeas--Sta

1-’
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Gyms Open Spartan Pitchers
For Weekend Check Don Bats
Enthusiasts
Ed Sobcrak’s resurgent baseball only extra base hit
double.
up its winning ways, tilt* a

At Spartan Field

La rry Peterson went the disabbreviated night-cap,
the Easter vacation, by tance in the
also throwing a three-hitter. Buzz
led each weekend for SJS sports1 beating USF by 5-1 and 2-0 scores
Schmiedt
UlreY. Jim Long, Jim
enthusiasts,
according
to
Bob ! in San Francisco yesterday. The and George Dudley added the No.
double sictory evened the Spartan
Bronzan, director of intramural !
2 to their respective base hit toslate at 6-6.
sports.
wtailtshfoorrif the season. Bob Krail was
the quintet
In today’s hat thumping or lack the lonesome man
For those Intee
rsted In bar.kethall, outdoor v olleyball, or
of it- -action, the Spartans travel
be j to Stockton to meet the Bengals
swimm ing, facilities may
m

Thinclads Seek Fourth
Straight Team Win
By RANDIE E. POE
S.A. success -tinged track team will look for its fourth straight
team triumph tomorrow in the Armed Forces Meet at Spartan Field.
Field events begin at 1:30 p.m.
Ready to test the surprising Spartan thinclads will be 10 of the
top service squads in CaliforniaFort Ord, Parks AFB, Presidio, Moffett Field, Camp Pendleton, Treasure Island, Mather AFB, Alameda
Naval AFB and McClellan AFB.
tomorrow. The Presidio will tea -

The Spartans topped Cal. Arttore shotput star Bill Neidcr.
State and Arizona in three:162-foot heaver. Fort Ord boasts
previous engagement s.
lean Arnie Sowell, national hail Two Olympic stars will appear mile champ in 1954 and 1956.

70f111

NORTON ON SPOT
Uncle Sam’s outfits are perennially unknown quantities, but it’s
expected that SJS’ Rapid Ray Norton, second only to the Ferrari in
speed, will receive stiff sprint
compel it

NO PROBLEM

Norton ls undefeated this ’us eon and has twice aped the 100
la :9.5.

Convenient Location
Two Doors horn Campus

Student Rates
m i and Dd.ly

Ps+es

Don’t Re Late for Class
W Pal It for You

Nest to Shell Station

used any Saturday from n
of COP.
until 4 p.m. Swimming k. In the
Al McIntyre twirled a nifty
e s liy m and the basket
Wo tnn’
bas ket--three hitter in the first tiff. He
ball In the Men’s (.sm. In the. received adequate backing as the
r % r ut
that a group wants to
team did not err. Chuck Larson
reserse the cage court for One
led the rappers with three singles
hour. at least ten persons are
while Harvey Johnson cloutcd the
required for the reservation.
MISIMWM..teekeeritswideltiat
Bronzan told The Spartan Daily
yesterday that the Inter-Fraternity wrestling and track meets
now have been scheduled. The
wrestling tourney will take place
)Vednesday April 23 and Thursday
April 24. from 3:30 to 7:30 p.m.
i Each fraternity is limited to two
men in each weight division.

PIZZA GARDENS
Delicious Pizza
alto

Tacos

Tosfados - Burritos

Catering to Parties
111w/shore at Julian) CV 2-9753

KI SALE
=Ts 40% OFF!
Still hi Prtigress!

s.fsv hurdle ace (lint Redo-u will be in action at Spartan Field t., morrow in the first Armed Forces Meet. Resists, former state
.
hurdle champ, has a :14.3 high sticks clocking to his credit this
)’earSPartatoto by Bob Rauth

PiKA Holds Onto 1st

It Ica,k a din:I/IC-0%1’1 time to do high -flying Pik A.
has alThe wel4balanced Spartans also
will Lk. expecting top showings it, but the Delta Slits stayed with- ready topped the Phi Sigs, but
these men:
in mathematical reach of unde- still must meet DU.
feated PiKA last night after edgBoCKS READY
the Sig Eps 39-36. Gil Zabba-1
"zlender Dick Hocks, who fired ing
15-foot jumper andi
the javelin 222 ft. in Arizona last los bit for a
Ron Blake a free-throw to hit for
week.
945 THE ALAMEDA
the deciding points.
Highjumper Erroll Williams.
In other action, PiKA continued
Almost Here
Hurdler-sprinter Clint Reduv.
on its league romp as it dumped
a :14.3 high sticks are who Theta Xi 51-34, Lambda Chi upsei
should be ready for his top per Theta Chi in a thriller 31-30, Sigf ormss ace .
ma -19u edged the Phi Sigs 38-35
Pizza to go
John Ross’ a potential 160-1-t. In another thriller, DU coasted to
Fr. nd Sat.
II p.m. to 2 a
discus flipper.
a 40-30 win over KA, and ATO
6 p.m. to I a.m.Mon and Than.
I
Low hurdler Kent Ilerkenrath, dropped SAE. 48-35.
I a bespectacled J.C. transfer with
Only the DUs and Delta Sig,
CYpress 7-5900
bulging potential.
have a chance to overhaul th.

Overhaul Specials
AUTO TRANS. $35
All makes

2078 El Camino

VALVE JOBS $15 up
Special Rea f...r Students with
ASS Cards

PALO ALTO

FRED & JOHN’S GARAGE
1557 S. first St. CV 5-6559

DA

5-6776

Open Thursdays 11:30 to 9 p.m.
Other Days 10 to 4

STANFORD
SPORT SHOP

PERSUANT TO AN ORDER OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT, STOCK,
ADDITIONS, OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND FIXTURES MUST BE SOLD,

DIXIELAND BAND

ACE
LUNCHEON
476 SOUTH TENTH
featuring

QUICK SERVICE
Ham & Eggs
Bacon & Eggs
Hot Cakes
Egg Omelets
-LUNCH

ies since

PEE WEE’S PIZZA

4th & SAN FERNANDO

70c
70c
25c
65c
PLATE

75c
Main Course Changes
Daily

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. SANTA CLARA
CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE
SPRING LAMB

Loin Chops 89c lb.
TENDER

Round Steaks 79c lb.
EVESERATED COLORED

Fryers 45c lb.
FRESH LEAN SMALL SIZE

Spare Ribs 55c lb.

twin

making It four consecutive victor-

A crowded slate is now schedu-

PARKING

in the

team kept

Miler Ken Napier, who should
be reads now to drop under the
4-15.
Two-miler Grady Neal.
Chuck McNeil, unorthodox 440
discovery who may be SJS’ biggest track surprise this season.
’
Service squads hac a way of
bringing out the juice and fiber
in ,a team. Winter is hoping his
charges are ready for the challenge.

Sports Slate

JUST
TEENS
1264 LINCOLN AVENUE
LINCOLN GLEN

HAIRCUTS

SWIMMING--SJS vs.
YMCA, Here 8 p.m.

Oakland

GYMNASTICS - NCAA Championships at East Lansing, Mich.
iTed Bogios and Bob Haywood of
SJS entered. i
BASEBALL---SJS vs. College of
Pacific. There -2:20 p.m.
GOLF SJS vs. Cal at San Jose
country Club,

FINE APPAREL
for
COLLEGIATE, TEENS
and
SUB -TEENS

BANK SALE
2 DAYS ONLY
112 - 3/4 OFF

STARTING THIS
MONDAY, WE WILL
BE OPEN EVERY
MONDAY

FridayApril 11
TENNIS - SJS vs. Portland University. Here -2 p.m.

Specializing in

JIMMIE’S

Choose from these FAMOUS BRANDS

BARBER SHOP

LANZ

4 CHAIRS

123 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

MR. MORT
TENNA PAIGE

JOHNATHON LOGAN
JUNIOR HOUSE

Store Closes Forever Saturday Evening

(Down the Alley)

SaturdayApril 12
e

TRACK SJS vs. Armed Service
teams. Spartan Field 1.30 p.m.
FRESHMAN BASEBALL - SJS
Frosh vs. Montere) High. Here-3 p.m.
FRESHMAN TRACK SJS
Frosh vs. Fresno Junior College.
Here.
JUDONational AAU Tournament at the University of (’hit
-ago.
Ben Campbell and Mel Augustine
of SJS entered.)

FOR THE WOMAN OF
EXECUTIVE ABILITY:
A challenging job and world-wide

OWN YOUR RENTAL MACHINE

travel as an officer in the

U. S. Air Force
Don’t throw
There are few other jobs open to today’s woman of executive ability that offer the opportunity for responsibility,
job equality, world-wide travel and adventure, as that of an

your money away
when you rent a

officer in the U. S. Air Force. Now, for the first time in
years, the Air Force offers direct commissions to those who
can qualify. If you make the grade, you will embark on a
carece that tits ideally with your talents. You’ll have a
chance to serve yourself while you serve your country, as
well. Investigate your chances for It direct commission in
the U. S. Air Force today.

TYPEWRITER!
New portables and e/ectrics rented
All rental applies on purchase price
FREE OF INTEREST
10 TIMES THE FREE SERVICE
TIME

MAIL THE COUPON NOW FOR PULI_ INFORMATION
ON YOUR OPPORTUNITIES FOR A DIRECT COMMISSION.

PAY FOR IT ONLY ONCE
EVERY 3 MONTHS

Modern Office Machines Co.
124 E. SAN FERNANDO ’Next door to Calif. Book Store/
CYpress 3-5283

WA F OMeei Information, Dept.
Box 76015. Washington 4, D. C.

U.S.
AIR FORCE

Please ...rid ow more information on my opportuWties for
DIRECT COMMISSION in the
U. N. Air Force. I am a II. S. citizen between the ages of 21 through 33, unmarried and without
dependents under IS years of
Name
Street
City
Callaa

ZoneState
Degraa----Major Subject

.

a..

,

1-1

7

0.

rT-77.-

.?.A4,141

/1A4) 1/4/N

Congratulations Nationa Boxing Champs
Championship Boxers
Set To Receive Honors
San Jose State’s national championship boxing team will be
honored at an awards dinner Tuesday night at the American Veterans Hall on McLaughlin Road in
East San Jose.
Open to the public, the dinner
gets underway at 7. Highlight of
the annual affair will be the presentation of the DeWitt A. Portal
Scholarship, outstanding boxe r,
and sportsmanship awards.
Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity
and Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority
are co-sponsors of the event, with
Al Russell and Gae McAllister cochairmen. Tickets, which cost
$2.50, will be sold in the Outer
Quad and at the entrance of the
Veterans’ Hall, according to Russell.
Russell expects a large crowd,
especially since this year’s team
was the lone SJS boxing squad to

The HOLLAND
Is

win Pacific Coa,t Intercollegiate
and National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. titles.
Coach Julie Menendez, who this
season completed his fifth year as
head ring mentor, recently cornmented that the strong 1958 team
was -the best San Jose State team
ever."
Master of ceremonies for the
dinner will be Vic MAIM. while
Al Ruffo will be the guest speaker.
Ruffo, a San Josean, was former
football coach at the University of
Santa Clara.
This season’s Spartan boxing
squad notched six dual meet wins
while losing one meet and tieing
in another.
Four SJS boxers nabbed individual titles in the PCI and NCAA
events to aid the Spartans cop the
team championships in both tournaments.
Boxers who won crowns were
T.C. Chung, PCI and NCAA; Bob
Tafoya, NCAA; Nick Akana, PCI;
Welvin Stroud, PCI and NCAA;
and Archie Milto n, PCI and
NCAA. Stu Rubine, Dave Nelson,
Jack Coolidge, and Russ Camilleri
were other mainstays on the team.

Famous
for if’s

PIZZA
as well as

DRESS
YOUR
PART

the many other
FINE FObDS

Served

Pizza to Go

Oren tam it,.
bawl, Ow
? radia ane

The HOLLAND

Mina Marlowe and the wernlyn l
your Isle Deshach you to keep in
YaO ttb tashiont City Club means
St sase with sent new telethon
Of Oboe, tor dram. WM and even/
ilayl See tot yourm11-10Uall

CITY CLUB

12th and Santa Clara
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Escape!! . . . to good eating
. . . and a delightful atmosphere
Campus Special

A COMPLETE DINNER
Sir:ling, Juicy

Choice
Sirloin Steak
COMPLETE DINNER

GENE’S DINNERS

CY 3-9821

1595 SOUTH FIRST STREET

1181100 (5)14T1"
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"Wild Is The Wind"
Matra, Anthony Quinn
"Witness For The
Prosecution"
Anna

C. Lauqhfon

T. Power

WINNER OF
7 ACADEMY AWARDS

"Bridge On The
River Kwai"
Al,.,

EL RANCHO
"HATFUL OF RAIN"
"PEYTON PLACE"
ROBINSON
BAsluo

MAYFAIR

STUDIO

GllinP PAS

WilltIn

Thru Sunday
’10

Commandments’
Starts Monday

Holden

’The Bed’

%/1f2X1r0ELA%
3oTe,
UNION

’ Naughty Martine’

"Whispering Smith"
"Denver and
Rio Grande"
CV.

’7- 20C.0

"Don’t Go Near
The Wafer"
"The Invisible Boy"

"Run Silent,
Run Deep"
Clark Gerbig

,

,

JULIE MENENDEZ
... Spartan Ring Mentor

Groups To Hold
Volleyball Meet
The annual co-educational volleyball tournament will be held
April 23 and 24 In Women’s Gym
21, Liz Crosby, tournament publicity staff member, announced today.
The tournament will be sponsored jointly by Men’s Intramural
Department, Women’s Athletic
Association, Leadership Methods
class and Co-Recreation class.
Teams will include equal numbers of men and women on the
same squad, and individual trophies will go to the winning team.
Deadline for team sign-ups is
5 p.m. April 15. according to Miss
Crosby. She stated that interested individuals may contact
Edic Giant, publicity chairman for

Engineering Dept.
Publishes Booklet
A booklet titled "Chemical Engineering" has been published by
the San Jose State Engineering
Department for the benefit of high
school students and college freshmen and sophomores who have
not yet decided upon an engineering major.
The booklet outlines opportunities in the chemical engineering
field and explains the SJS chemical engineering program.
"Chemical engineers are in great
I demand," the publication states.
The current beginning monthly
’ salary for chemical engineering
, graduates is $475.

P.. Angel’ Gets Award

Ground
Round Steak

A

Chemistry
Meet Due
Tomorrow

Ilert Lancaster

"Sing Boy Sing"
Tommy Snds

Dr. W. J. Connors, mathematical research consultant for motion picture and petroleum industries, will be guest speaker at the
Pacific Southwest Association of
Chemistry Teachers conference on
campus tomorrow.
Approximately
50 California
chemistry instructors on the high
school and college level will attend the meeting, which will begin at 10 a.m. in the Science Building.
Dr. Connors, new employed with
Aerojet General Corp. of Sacramento, will speak on "Chemistry
of Rocket Engines."
Science teaching by the use of
television will be discussed by Dr.
Richard Lewis, head of the college audio-visual services,
Raymond Wilkerson, assistant
professor of Chemistry, will explain the use of semi -micro in beginning college chemistry classes.
Beginning college chemistry and
Its’ relationship to high school
courses and accelerated science
programs will be the topic of
John Meischke, Ca mden High
School; Jerry Holmes, Hartnell
Junior College; Benjamin Naylor.
SJSC, and Mel Gorman, University of San Francisco.
Dr. LeRoy Spitze. associate porfessor of chemistry, is program
chairman.

ON DISPLAY THIS WEEK AT MOSHER’S
THE NATIONAL BOXING TROPHY AND
PICTURE OF THE BOXERS
(DON T FORGET TO ATTEND THE BOXING BANQUET
NEXT TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 17 AT THE
D.A.V. HALL. TICKETS ON SALE AT MOSHER S)

AND TO BE THE CHAMP AT THE BEACH
SEE

THE 8-HOLER BOXER SWIM SUIT
Tie front
Side stripes

Inside pocket
Comb pocket

5.95

WARM-UP SWEATSHIRTS FOR BEACH
Boat -neck top with cigarette pocket
Calf -length pants

3.95 ea.

mosher s for men
121 SOUTH FOURTH (Down the Alley)

THIS SATURDAY NIGHT

DANCE
OVERLOOKING THE BLUE PACIFIC

Coffee Date?

DIERKS DONUTS
I P.M.
370 AUZERAIS STREET
6 A.M.

lo

I

ON THE BEACH AT

SANTA CRUZ

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
Golf Driving Range
STUDENT SPECIAL

WITH

35. bucket with ASS Clod
S.

10th & TULLY ROAD

KARL BRUHN’S BAND

Where there’s a Man...
there’s a Marlboro

NEW YORK (UP)The New
York drama critics circle this
week gave its play awards for the
1957-58 season to "Look Homeward, Angel." "Look Back in Anger" and "The Music Man."
."Look Homeward, Angel," by
Ketti Frings won the circle’s primary award for the best American
play, getting 15 votes to three for
"The Dark at the Top of the
Stairs," and one for "The Cave
Dwellers."
"Look Back in Anger" by John
Osborne won the foreign play citation securing 13 votes to three
for "Time Remembered," two for
"The Entertainer" and one for
"Romanoff and Juliet."

CLASSIFIEDS
To place class4ieds, tisk. them to
TB It, Student Business OffIc
FOR RENT
For Rent 2 bdrm. fern. apt.
452 S. 4th St., San Jose, Calif.
Phone CY 4-5085 or AX 6-4356.
Men students clean
sunny rm.
Furnace heat. Pri. sundeck. 406 S.
11th St.
Cramped for space? Large 3-room
apts., furnished. 712 S. 10th. $35
per stud. Ask about summer rates
now. CY 7-2410. Eves, CL 8-8953.
FOR sALE
Lambrefta scooter. ’57 ex. cond.
Extras. Sacrifice. CY 2-5340.
1548 Plymouth Coupe. $100, will
bargain. Incl. 3475. 6th evenings.
Furniture for students rooms.
Desks, beds, chairs. chest -drawers.
CY 3-3567.
Sew Post Slide Rule, $15. John
Prieskorn. 345 N. 3rd.
’59 Ford Victoria. wiw, R&M. 200
MP. Penile engine. 174 S. 26th.
WANTED
Girl to share apartment at :132 S.
7th St. $27.50 mo. Call CY 2-7569.
Girl to share modern apartment.
Free rent until May 1. Phone CY
7-3.549.
TYPING: Wei: neat.
Will correct spelling and gramLOST
Lest
Black wallet near Morn.
Dailey before vacation. Joel Guthrie. CY 5-2441.

TIit

curererto 4....g.Nr4 Icr

teen

Mild -burning Marlboro combines a prized
recipe (created in Richmond, Virginia)
of the world’s great tobaccos with a
A long white ash means
good tobacco and a mild
smoke.

cellulose acetate filter of consistent
dependability. You get big friendly flavor
with all the mildness a man could ask for.

The "filter flower" of cellulose acetate (modern effeet is e filter material) in
Just one Marlboro Selee
trate Filter.

YOU OLT

arlboro

A LOT

TO LIKEf ILTER

FLAVOR FLIPTOP 1304

.4
-;
.:;garer

5

VM1111.1111....1.111

rritIny, Apr11
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H onorary Fraternities

Spartan Daily Want Ads Get Results

KAM Wins First Place

TAILOR-MADE SHIRTS
65

CO l0

Fabrics

20 Styles
16 Monogrammed Styes
. at modest prices $6 and up

F’PORIIS

495 PARK AVENUE . . . CYpress 5-5205

Placement
The Twin Steak Houses

COPIteP

Robert Kellett Jr Blair 1.1ohn
Alpha Iota, SJS chapter of KapCOLONY * ANGELO’S
Ttli 1,/liok ing orranizations wil
pa Alpha Mu. honorary photo- I Darrell Linton, Valter Marx, Ken
74 E. Santa Clore
795 S. First
on
representatives
campus
have
journalism fraternity. won first Metzger. Lynn MacDonald, Wilto
interview
graduating
week
Serv
next
place in activities and scrapbook liam McLean, John McEwan, DonYour Favorite Steaks and Chops
,at the national convention held na Neher, James Nelson, John seniors. For appointments, interrecently at Southern Illinois Uni- Ramos. Robert Ray, Star Riley, ested students may contact tbe
For that Satisfied Feeling
John Robinson, Jahn Rodgriquez. Placement Service office, A234,
versity.
try either of
for appointments.
1 Major item at the conVention
Ken Sanguinetti, Richard Sur.
Guy F . Atkinson, Monday.; in of a new gent, Robert Scarabosio, Donald .
was the developmenti
, terestedn business administra, KAM constitution. Dr. Gerald For. Serns, Roy Silcox, Jim Syar. Shirtion majors.
. hex, local chapter ads iser and pro- ley Smit h, Ron Taylor, Jerry
Alameda Civil Service, Monday;
fessor of journalism, was desig- Tbornley, Richard Trevisan, Don
most majors.
i nated new tvgiona I % lee presi- Triolo. James Wark. Robert Weiss
U.S. Geological Survey, Tues’ dent.
and Sumio Yonernoto
day: interested in civil engineers
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
and technicians.
i
Alpha Phi Omega. service freParke. Davis & Co., Wednesday.;
rid
t ternity, recently pledged 11 new
interested in pre-med or biological
members. The Paul Zimmerman
Dance Bids
science majors.
Pledge Class includes Robert Al- ,
The College Life Insurance Co.
Letterheads
lison, Jack Allison. Renae consist.
Beaux Arts Ball, costume dance, of America, Wednesday; interested
Armand Delgado, Allen Newman., tomorrow night, 9, Maryann Gar- in anyone with an A.B. degree and
Progratns
Tomio Uchiyarria, Steve Wood. dens. Bids. $1.50. may be pur- an interest in sales_ or sales manKelly Worrel, Marshal Rowe. and , chased in Art Department or at agement.
Pamphlets
John Poetger. Allison Wiis elected door.
The Upjohn Co., Thursday; inil.ii president.
in
materested
biological
science
Episcopal Holy CHMMuriloll,
Invitations
CHI PI SIGMA
Tuesday, 7:30 a.m., Student Chris- jors.
Wedding
Alameda County Probation DeSix pledges were ’recently ac- tian Center, 92 S. 5th St.
partment, Friday; offering jobs in
cepted into Chi Pi Sigma. profes- Episcopal -Presbyterian
St
Arno itincetnents
sional police fraternity, accordingi dents, meeting, dinner. Sunday, 6. the probation field, open to most
I
majors.
to historian Art Tetrault.
1 Student Christian Center. DiscusOho
Owens-Illinois, Friday: interPresident of the pledge class sion of Saturday Evening Post
Letterpress
was Norman Stanley; secretary. story. "Religious Revolution on the ested in business administration
For information see your campus representata f.
James Quinn; and treasurer, Jim Campus."
and accounting majors.
5-9993
Freeze. Other members were WilDick Robinson Cy
Eta Mu PI, totIr through HonigWEATHER:
liam Borders. Truman Hill and
Cooper advertising firm in San
I Thomas Huebner.
Weatherman predicts fair weaFrancisco, Wednesday. Meet in
with little change in
SKI CLUB
front of Student Union by 5:15 ther today
Dick Montogomery has been p.m. Only first 50 members to temperature and gentle winds.
5-2502
393 W. SAN CARLOS MTIRkET CY
elected to head the next year’s Ski Sign up will be able to go. Sign High today will be 70-72 and low
Foundation
Athletic
Spartan
and
Club
Spar-ten
Member of
Club.
up by 4 p.m., Monday. Sign up will be 45-50.
Other officers will be Diane list outside TB139.
Nuernberg, vice-president; Sally ,
Grace Baptist Church, Bernard
Sargent, secretary; Art Acker- i
Brits, Lincoln National Life Inman, treasurer; and George Wilsurance, "Business as a Christian
liamson, publicity Chairman.
Profession," Sunday, 6:30 p.m..
’ ETA MU PI
Grace Baptist Church, S. 10th
Eta Mu Pi, national honorary and San Fernando Streets.
business fraternity, initiated 47
Hillel, hi-fi demonstration, Monnew members at its formal initiday. 8 p.m., Student Y, 9th and
ation dinner Wednesday night. acSan Antonio Streets. Members
cording to Darl Spencer. acting
bring records to be played.
president of the fraternity.
Phl Alpha Theta, initiation, toNew members are Jack Agresti,
Dean Armstrong. Craig Bellati, night. 7, College Chapel. Dinner
Lonnie Biggs, John R. Boyd, Ter- at Chuck Wagon Restaurant folence Carroll, Bruce Carter, Robert lowing initiation.
PSI Chi, member -faculty dance,
Curtis, Edward Edgecomb, Neil
Evans, James Flake, Gold Fry, tonight. 8:30. Trader Lew’s Social
Leo Gardella. Ron Gleason, Olaf Hall. Tickets, $1. sold at door only.
K uger Williams Fellowship,
Holmoe, Dave Hopkins. Raymond
cabinet meeting, Sunday, 4 p.m.
Horgas, Thomas E. Jones.
Grace Baptist Church, 10th and
San Fernando Streets.
EPISCOPAL
Wesley Foundation, Dean ElizaServices at Trinity
It North 2nd
beth Greenleaf, "Heads in the
B. V.rrd-ci Re-r,r
Sand or Sand in Our Eyes," Sun11:00 A.M. Holy Communion
day, 7 p.m., 24 N. 5th St.
930 and 11:00 A.M.
Student T, members meet toWorship Servics
night 8-11 205 S. 9th St.
BEANERY BULLETIN
Home Economics Cafeteria
i Entrees:
30 cents
Filet of sole
Ravioli
30 cents
Splash on Old Spice After Shave Lotion. Feel your
55 cents
Plate lunch
Coop-4th and San Fernando
face wake up and live! So good for your skin ..
CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Entrees:
so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze,
Student Christian Canter
I Salmon loaf with
92 South Fifth Stret
Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident.
cream sauce
40 cents
Holy Communion at 730 A.M.
AFTER SHAVE LOTION
Assured. Relaxed. You know you’re at your best
Hot baked ham
Every Tuesday
when you top off your shave with Old Spice!
Offic Hc,rs. 9 A.M to 10 P.M.
by SHULTON
sandwich .
40 cents
100
Advisor on Campus
Spanish rice
40 cents
9Ars. Roy E. Butcher
55 cents
!Plate lunch

All Types of Printing

OPEN TUES. thru SAT. . . . 10:30 til 6

t pap taful e

DRY CLEANING
The Nationally Advertised Sanitone Process

Convenient

Quick

Thorough

Special

Topcoats
OUT AT S

IN BY 1)

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
CYpress 3-3701

Second & San Carlos

Presbyterian Campus Ministry
invites you to
Sunday Fellowship 6:00 p.m.

"Religious Revolution on American Camuses"
isdri. Mrs Marion Butcher. Episcoplian Campus Advisor
Don Eau,1 Prissbyter.ri Campus Pastor

Tuesday 7:00 p.m.

"Religion In Irreligious Garb"
Earamination of conternporus -0ea
lead discussion of Fa-ene
Rv. Emrsel

A--,

Thursday 12:30 Noon

Study Course on Life of Christ
Examination of the ’Temptations. Bring your lunch.
Campus Past:v.: Don Emrnel
STUDENT CHRISTIAN CENTER 92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

Let’s Go to Church
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AND SAM ANTONIO

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands
Minister
"A Cord’al Irat on for Every Sunday"

TRI-C

CLARK BROS. PRINTINC Co.

after every shave

(n/

viI

"A Group with YOU in mind"

Test your
personality power.-

EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
Spring Semester: Church History
THE PINK BUILDING

2nd and SAN ANTONIO

"Looking for o fr;endly Church in San Jose?"

(Give your psyche a workout)
Adler a little!

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ Christian Church

790 SOUTH 12th STREET

1. Do you think all coeds should be required to wear the
new ’’sack" style dresses? (For men only’)

CY 2-7443

SUNDAY SERVICE

April 13

2. Do you think of a "square" only as a term in Geometry’

C.o"trg ag class 5 945 Bible School Hour is 44,1 by Dtici
instructor in Speech Department at SJSC.

NO

1

3. Do you go to see foreign films lust for the plot’

Subject: "What’s The Word?"

4. Do you think the school week is too short,

1:30, I I 00 Duplicate Morning Worsh,p Services.
9:45 Bibt School, classes for all Goss.
5:30 Discussion Groups for all ages.
6 30 Eve-nq Service
Nursery Provided

YES

5. Do you question this statement ’ The best tobacco
you the best smoke"’

gives

r

6. Do you sit as far away as possible from the prettiest gal in
class in order to concentrate better on your studies?

HAROLD E. GALLAGHER. Misisser

7. Do you think the study of Home Economics is all a girl
needs for a happy married life?

BETHEL CHURCH

8. Do you think your professors are too lenient in grading
exam papers?

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
If you

SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING

EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

THOMAS G. SUTTON Puffs
CYpress 4-2113

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

answered "No" to all questions, you obviously smoke Camels a real cigarct he. Only 6 or
7 "No" answers mean you better get on to Camels
fast. Fewer than 6 "No’s" and it really doesn’t
matter what you smoke. Anything’s good enough!

Rut if you want to enjoy smoking as never before,
switch to Camels. Nothing else tastes so rich,
smokes so mild. Today more people smoke Camels
than any other cigarette. The best tobacco gives
you the best smoke. Try Camels and you’ll agree!

Have a am! cigarette- have a

Camel

H 1 11.rnei.t,
W11.101. M,i,

Toherro
%

I’

